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OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 PE equipment- AW met with EE to discuss the possibility of new PE equipment. The costing 
was substantial – picture shown on interactive whiteboard. LT suggested that if it was to 
happen it would be in the future but the school council reps would have to assist in raising 
money. FC suggested the auctioning of signed shirts by local professional teams.  

 GoPro- LT discussed this with DL and she doesn’t feel it would benefit the D of E. LT 
explained that they are a good tool but currently the school does not need one.  

 Nets in sports hall- ongoing 

 Yr 11 Friday afternoon activity in the house has been offered but has had zero uptake.   

AGENDA 

London 
Night Challenge 

 

MEETING MINUTES 

London  
LT informed school council that he has applied to take selected pupils to London for a Houses of 
Parliament visit. This has been accepted and will take place on the 27th April 2017. LT explained to 
pupils that only 5 pupils will be selected and these names will be drawn out of hat (all pupils who 
attend school/residential council will go into the draw). LT explained that if you have previously been 
to London with Oakfield school council you will not be eligible.  
 
LT asked pupils if they would prefer to do the river cruise or the London eye after the House of 
Parliament visit. The pupils chose the cruise. LT to email Children’s University to inform them of the 
pupils choice.  
 
LT explained that there was a compulsory payment of £10 per child and this money will be used top 
ay for the pupils evening meal. Pupils can take up to £10 pocket money if they wish but were advised 
London can be very expensive.  
 
Night Challenge  
The night challenge deadline is this week. So far 5 pupils have completed the paperwork for the 
school team. House 3 will also be entering a team. DK and BT asked for a form so they could join the 
team. LT to action.  
 
LT/NoD will be doing the pre walk on the 14th February.  
 
 



School Council Meeting 

 

AOB 
CN enquired about when the recreational room will be reopened. LT reported that it is planned for 
later in the month. Discussions took place around damage in this room previously.  
 
CN asked if gym and board games could be on offer during a Friday afternoon. LT explained that 
board games has been put on in the past and had a zero uptake but he will speak to ABowsley about 
it being offered again in  a trial period.  
LT explained that only certain members of staff are gym trained-RS/AW/TD and that is why it is not 
offered every week. LT will speak to ABowlsey about it being offered when RS is on shift. 
 
FC- For the end of term rewards can trampoline be offered. BT said that it is and has been for the 
past few sessions.  
 
AC- Asked for the screens to be up and working and play calming music. LT said that the screens are 
currently being updated by MD. LT said he would look into quiet calming music but said he would 
have to speak to RD as they could be distracting and cause pupils to absent from lesson and sit in the 
hub.  
 
AC- asked if the structure of the school day could be changed so that lunch was at an earlier time. LT 
discussed with pupils about behaviour during the school day and the difference between morning 
and afternoons in terms of engagement in lessons.  All pupils recognised that they are more 
productive and behaviour as a whole was better in the morning and if the afternoon.  
 
DK- asked if the money that has been raised via the running of the tuck shop could be used to buy 
additional holds/moulds for the rock wall. The school council agreed this was a good idea.  
 
 

 
 

ACTIONS FOR NEXT MEETING 
 

 LT to speak to ABowsley about board games and the gym being offered on a Friday. 

 LT to confirm date for the reopening of the recreation room. 

 LT to discuss with RB the possibility of purchasing more holds for the rock wall.  

 Update on screens around the building.  
 

 
 

 MINUTES SENT TO ALL PUPILS  MINUTES SENT TO ALL STAFF 

 

 


